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On the Malacostraca of Aristotle.

By J. Young, M.D., F.R.S.E., Geol. Survey of Great Britain.

Previously to last year we possessed uo estimate of the scientific

value of Aristotle's researches. That want has been supplied by

G. H. Lewes, whose masterly monograph contains not merely

analyses of the principal scientific treatises, but also a comparison

of their doctrines with those of the present day. Meyer's work
(Aristoteles Thierkunde, Berlin, 1855) is limited to the Aristo-

telian zoology and physiology. Besides minor notices in various

works and journals, the classes of animals as defined by Aristotle

have, in whole or in part, been made the subjects of special

treatises : thus, Aubert has discussed the Cephalopoda ; Gloger,

the Birds ; Miiller, some of the Fishes ; Cuvier, the Malacostraca,

in his 'Memoire sur les Ecrevisses connues aux Anciens' (Mem.
du Mus. t. ii.). Sundevall has identified the forms under the

classes Mammalia, Aves, Reptilia, and Insecta.

In the following paper I propose to collect the notes on the

anatomy and physiology of the Malacostraca contained in the

three principal treatises, namely the ' Historia Animalium ' and

the treatises ' De Partibus ' and ^ De Generatione,' and to give

the data upon which the determination of the forms alluded to

is founded.

The Malacostraca belong to the section of the animal kingdom
characterized by Aristotle as bloodless. The value of the dis-

tinction between blood-having and bloodless animals has been

disputed. Lewes and Meyer concur in regarding these terms as

incidental characters, useful from their brevity, which saves the

cumbrous repetition of details. But even a popular term, so

used, must have a definite meaning attached to it. Now the

groups invariably included under Bloodless are Malakia, Mala-

costraca, Ostracoderma, Entoma, and a miscellaneous assemblage
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of undetermined animals. It is true that no attempt at classifi-

cation can be found in Aristotle's writings; that the basis of

classification (viz. correct anatomical knowledge, by which the

affinities of animals could be recognized) was wanting; that

Aristotle has expressly argued against the use of a negation as

a character, and in one passage (De Part. i. 3) even mentioned
(directly or indirectly, according to the lection adopted) this

very case as one of great difficulty* Nevertheless the so frequent

use of these terms, always with the same precise meaning, and
the numerous physiological results of the qualities they repre-

sent, seem to indicate that to Aristotle they had more than a

merely symbolical value. The implication of a positive character

under the negative phrase would remove some part of the incon-

sistency attaching to principles so clearly and justly condemned,
and so freely followed. The following passage seems to supply

such a positive character:

—

\e^(D B* dvaXo^ov otl Tot9 /^ev

atfia, T0fc9 Be to dvaXoyov rrjv avrrjv e'ypv Svyaficv ijVTrep tol<^

€valfioL<^ TO alfia (De Part. i. 5). The term bloodless would
thus be a brief expression for animals having only the analogue

of blood —an imperfect somewhat which had not undergone the

"cooking" process necessary for the elaboration of blood proper.

For this, avaifia was the only word in the language. Without,

however, insisting on this (perhaps overstrained) interpretation,

I would point out that this division of the animal kingdom is

superior to the unphilosophic one, Vertebrata and Invertebrata,

to which it exactly corresponds; for while Lamarck proposed

these terms with the full knowledge of the great structural dif-

ferences included under the negation, Aristotle ascribes to his

bloodless animals the common character of want of brain and
viscera, as well as other more fanciful metaphysical qualities.

It is a question worthy of investigation how far the doctrine of

analogies applies to the organs described in the bloodless ani-

mals ; but as its consideration will best come after the anatomy
of all these groups has been described, I leave it in the mean-
time, my present purpose being only to supply some of the data

for the solution of this and other interesting points in the his*

tory of ancient science.

The bloodless animals are, as already said, the Malakia, Mala-

costraca, Ostracoderma, Entoma, and a group of diverse forms

which cannot be included under one commonform (aspect, elSo?).

The diagnosis of these groups may be thus tabulated :

—

1. Malakia soft parts external = Cephalopoda.

2. Malacostraca \ • , , /external "1 flexile = Crustacea.

3. Ostracoderma / " " ^"^^^"^^ t covering J brittle = Conchifera.

4. Entoma body homogeneous = Insecta.

The separation of Crustacea from Insecta has been urged as
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a remarkable generalization, far in advance of the time. On
what is it based ? Articulation, which makes both these sub-

classes members of a wider natural class, was not recognized by
Aristotle. Their separation is based upon the extraordinary

ground that, while in the former the hard and soft parts are

distinct, in the Insecta the body is of a uniform hardness,

"more fleshy than bone, more bony and earthy than flesh.'' (De

Part. ii. 8.)

The above group-names are all adjectives, and, as Sundevall

suggests in the case of the second, are definitions rather than

names. Scleroderma is sometimes used for Malacostraca : the

meaning seems identical ; at least no passage suggests any gra-

dation of hardness as implied in the diff'erent terms. They are

probably all the invention of Aristotle, who several times alludes

to the want of single terms to include large grou})s. It is

scarcely necessary to remark that 76^09 and eZ8o9 have in Aris-

totle no fixed meaning ; they are with him, as with naturalists

prior to Linnseus and with most men still in ordinary talk, con-

vertible terms, for which kind is the best English equivalent.

The fyevrj [Me^ytara included under Malacostraca are Astacus,

Carabus, Car-is, and Carcinus. They are all Decapoda, the last

belonging to the section Brachyura, the first three to that of

Macrura. In arranging the anatomical and physiological de-

tails scattered through the several treatises, I have followed

convenience, not Aristotle, and grouped them under the usual

systematic heads. In the text, the position, not the function,

of organs determines the order in which they are mentioned.

The gain in clearness is counterbalanced by the necessary neg-

lect, in this arrangement, of the interesting view we might
otherwise have of the author's modified opinion in successive

works. The references will be sufficient, it is hoped, for the

reader to follow these changes when they occur.

Tegumentary system. —The external covering is flexile, not

brittle. The earthy part is external, so as to form a kind of

"kitchen" for the better conservation of such heat as is generated;

for these animals, being bloodless, are of a cold nature : it is also

a protection to the soft parts (De Part. ii. 8). The cause of its

hardness is curious : skin is the result of evaporation by internal

heat, the viscid material {to 7Xtcr^pov) parting with its moisture;

it is, therefore, not merely because it is on the surface that this

solidification takes place. The hardness of the shells in Mala-
costraca and Ostracoderma is due to the dryness of the viscid

material in them (De Gen. ii. 6); for their heat is insufficient to

cause evaporation. The important part assigned to heat in the

animal economy, or at least in the speculations of ancient philo-

sophers regarding it, is a necessary result of their ignorance of

16*
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pliyslologj^ Attempting to explain phenomena to them isolated,

they were compelled to invoke the aid of some imponderable

agent, whether Final Cause, or heat, or some other : what fol-

lowed was the creation of dilemmas or contradictory proposi-

tions. In the present instance the same result is assigned to

three causes : solidification is, on the one hand, due to heat

;

where that is, by assumption, at a minimum, if not wholly ab-

sent, or where evaporation could not readily be supposed to take

place (as in the sea), original composition is appealed to ; in a

third passage, purpose is equivalent to cause.

The general aspect of the group presents two marked features,

not given as grounds of division, but merely stated as differences :

namely, the body of Carcinus is rounded, that of the other genera

long (H. An. iv. 2. 5) ; the former is tailless, the latter have a

tail with appendages, whose function as an organ of locomotion

is so important that its use for the reception of ova does not

seem to have suggested the analogy to that part in Carcinus

employed for the same purpose. The congress of these animals

could scarcely have been witnessed by Aristotle himself; otherwise

the extension of the operculum and exposure of its appendages

would doubtless have suggested its true nature to so acute an

observer.

The carapace of Carcinus is '^ the case of the body, one, un-

divided, answering to the head and all other parts.^' In the

Macrura the nomenclature is not fixed : thorax is the designa-

tion of all covered by the buckler, though there is no resem-

blance between this part and the similarly named cavity of

Vertebrata, the function and organs of respiration throughout

the class being alike unknown to Aristotle. The tail includes

all posterior to the thorax ; its lower surface is sometimes called

abdomen. The terms ovpa, K6pK0<^, and 6 Tpa')(rfKo<^ KaXovfJievo^;,

the so-called neck (probably a popular phrase), are used indiscri-

minately. In describing the mechanism of oviposition (H. An. v.

15. 2), the intervals separating the abdominal segments from the

thorax and telson (/ce/j/co?) are mentioned ; but a threefold divi-

sion is not intended, since the telson of Astacus is called the

sixth segment of the "neck." Cuvier found, in 97 KepKo^, irrepv'yia

he irevre, of Carabus, rj ovpa koI TTTepvyca reaaapa of Caris,

indications of structural difference ; but the expressions are

synonymous. The use of the tail as a swimming-organ is of

course noted, and mentioned as a very important distinction

between the kinds of Malacostraca (H. An. i. I. 8). It is absent

in Carcinus, because it would be useless to an animal whose only

mode of progression is ambulatory (De Part. iv. 8). The de-

pendence of structure upon function is stated twice afterwards

in the same chapter. The reasoning is in accordance with that
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of several other passages : one in the previous chapter is cited

by Lewes as at variance with the notion which attributes the

absence of limbs in Ostracoderma to their sedentary habits, but
seems to admit of an opposite rendering :

—" For those animals

capable of motion must of necessity have many limbs, because

their actions are (many) ; for those partaking of several move-
ments have need of several limbs '' (De Part. iv. 7). The mo-
dern doctrine, which sees in successive modifications of structure

the influence of change of habit resulting from altered conditions

of Hfe, finds in Aristotle no anticipation. Of that doctrine the

variability of the species is a postulate. But Aristotle sums up
his views regarding the persistence of a type in one sentence,

which explains the presence of pincers in Astacus :
—" they must

have pincers, because they belong to a kind which has them^^

(iv. 8). The future consideration of Aristotle's intermediate

forms will give occasion to analyze in detail his opinion regard-

ing the series of organized forms. Meanwhile it is enough to

recall that he recognized no passage, in the modern sense, from
one to another. To an advocate of spontaneous generation it

was logically inconsistent to admit transition ; the number of

known forms was then too small to allow the recognition, even

empirical, of any true passage,' even supposing that anatomical

research had been more than rudimentary, and had not been
limited to such facts as might be obtained by simple inspec-

tion. Further, in disproving certain popular errors in terato-

logy, he insists upon the essential diff'erences in the period of

gestation as negativing the possibility of mixed forms (De Gen.

iv. 3). Again, life was to him the active or productive essence

of the organism. It had therefore that shadowy impersona-

tion which was ascribed to all the energies in the philosophy

of his and far later times ; but it was not an abstraction distinct

from the organism. Not only was it as a whole 'Hhe energy

and faculty '^ of the body as a whole, but its difi^erent Bwd/neL^i

find in each part a corresponding hvvafjn^. Since therefore the

primary BvvafjLC^ is that to which the subordinate Swd/jLet^ have

reference, and since form is not so much the result as the con-

comitant of this essential property, it necessarily follows that

the manifestation of this final cause must be invariable for every

organism (De Anima, i. 3; De Part. i. 1). Admitting its per-

manence, and assured of its antecedence to the matter whose
changes it determines, we can find for the passages above

quoted no other interpretation than that which subordinates

structure to function.

The anterior part of the body, that surface on which the mouth
is placed, is called the face. The forehead includes the rostrum
and supramandibular space. Beneath the eyes are the antennae
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(Kepara, horns), which in Astacus are said to be six, the inner

bifid pair being counted as four, their single basal stalk being

overlooked. These are not spoken of as organs of touch, their

use as weapons of war being the only one assigned them. In

the ordinary movements of the animals, they are applied to the

sides j but, when alarmed, they are projected while the animal

retreats. The mouth, with its two teeth, which are constant in

all Malacostraca, next follows. Between the teeth is the tongue,

which, as an organ of nutrition, is said to be necessary in all

animals (De Part. iv. 5). Beneath the mouth and above the

pincers or ^^ great feet " are limbs whose position is not quite

correctly stated, while their functions are very vague. The two
hairy feet with their thin appendages are evidently the third pair

of jaw-feet with their flagella : they are below the mouth ; but it

is said that a little below them are other hairy branchioid organs,

numerous in Carabus. They are in constant motion ; their

function is the reception and emission of water (H. An. iv. 2;
De Part. iv. 8). These are clearly the first and second pairs of

jaw-feet, with their appendages, placed below the third pair by
confusion of the normal position of the animal with that in

w^hich it was placed for examination. This description of the face

is drawn from Astacus. In the following chapter (H. An. iv. c. 3)

the parts of Carcinus are sketched, and the first pair taken from

among the branchioid parts, and called the sheaths of the teeth

{iTTLKokv/ii/jLara eirl tmv oSovtcov) . Upon the passages iv. 2. 30
and iv. 3. 3, as well as upon each other, commentators have be-

stowed much labour, learning, and sarcasm. The text is certainly

obscure, the terms somewhat indiscriminately used ; but much
of these ponderous treatises might have been spared, had it been

borne in mind that accuracy was impossible to a writer who
denied the existence of respiration in these animals (De Part,

iv. 5), and who makes no mention of the branchiae or their cavi-

ties, who even denies their existence, as appears from this pas-

sage (H. An. viii. 2.4) :
—" Those blood-possessing animals which

use the water in a fashion analogous to respiration have branchiae
j

those using it for the sake of food have a tube [blow-hole].

Similarly the Malakia and Malacostraca ; for these imbibe the

water for the sake of nourishment.^^ That the branchiae were

not included under the hairy branchioid oral appendages appears

from this passage (De Resp. 12): —"The Carabi and Carcini

discharge the water by the hairy members through the sheaths

{irapa tcl Baaea 8ia tmv €7n7nvy/jLdT0)v)J' The following literal

translation of the two passages in the ' History' seems the best

that can be made of them :
—'^ All these animals admit sea-water

by the mouth, and gradually contracting this part, discharge it,

(as do) Carcini and Cai^abi by^ the branchioid members; now
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Carabi have these members numerous ^^ (iv. 2. 10). " It [? Cara-

hm~\ receives the water by the mouth (pushing aside with the

sheaths), and discharges it by the upper apertures of the mouth
(covering with the sheaths those by which it entered); and these

[apertures] are straight below the eyes [and when it has received

the water, it covers the mouth with both the sheaths, and thus
squirts out the sea] " (iv. 3. 3). The clause [ ] is by Schneider

considered of later date —a marginal interpolation; it seems
further as if those marked

( ) were also annotations or attempts

to connect with the acts described the constant motion of the

branchioid structures ; for, besides the awkward elliptical form
of both, the latter separates, very inelegantly, ovtol from roi)?

av(o 7r6pov<; tov (7T6fiaTO<i, to which it evidently refers. In the

first passage, the text, as amended by Schneider, is adopted on
account of the support it derives from the quotation De Resp.

;

though there is still a little difficulty left in the relation of ol re

KapKivoL Kol ol Kapa/Sot, to the rest of the sentence, and the re-

moval from its right place of an important part of the process

irapa ra ffpay^^^co^r). The subsequent insertion of the illustrative

genera as a note is probable from the structure of the sentence,

of which they cannot originally have formed a part. Without
entering into a minute analysis of these passages, it seems evi-

dent that Aristotle was aware of the return of the water by the

external efferent apertures, which he wrongly thought to open
into the mouth, and therefore, equally wrongly, attributed the

expulsion to the coincident approximation of the maxillee. The
respiration in Crustacea is the subject of an excellent paper by
Milne-Edwards (Ann. d. Sc. Nat. ser. 2. t. xi. Zool. p. 129), in

which the part played by the maxillary appendages is experi-

mentally demonstrated. The repetitions, obscurity, and inele-

gance of chap V. induced Schneider to regard it as not authentic

;

but he seems to have been led to this opinion by the attempt to

find in it the true theory of respiration, which, I have shown, it

could not contain. More likely is it that additions have been
made, either by Aristotle himself, as more information was ob-

tained or new opinions formed (thus the first pair of jaw-feet

are in it described as sheaths), or by zealous commentators
anxious to make clear concise statements of facts with which
they were profoundly unacquainted. The extension of the in-

flux and efflux of water to the whole group depends upon a dis-

puted reading, kolvov Se itclvtcov totjtcov iarlv oSovra? Trdvra

ep^etv Svo, or tovto iarLV oSovra^; re (Hist. iv. 2. 10) : the

latter seems the more probable version ; but, as we have only

probabilities to guide us, their discussion is fruitless and un-
necessary.

The feet are ten in number, in all but Kaph Kvcf)'*], whose
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abdominal appendages are considered equivalent to the thoracic

limbs. The motion of the feet is lateral, like that of the legs in

insects : progression by their aid is diagonal, as in quadrupeds,

in whom, however, two alternate and opposite feet precede the

corresponding members of the pair to which each belongs;

while in Carcinus the alternation is by four feet at a time (H.

An. i. 5. 7; De Inces. An. 14). The posterior feet of the small

semiparasitic Carcini are flat, " so as to be useful for swimming^'

(De Part. iv. 8). The oblique motion of the pincers is adapted

for conveying to the mouth the food grasped by them. Those

of Astacus are minutely described, and the tooth-like arrange-

ment of the tubercles suggests their comparison with jaws, of

which the upper is moveable, the lower fixed. The absence of

pincers in Carides is attributed to the number of the other feet,

on which the material is used up. This number is in conse-

quence of their natatory habits —doubtless a reference to the flat

tips on the majority of their limbs. The teleology of this chapter

(De Part. iv. 8) has already been spoken of: in the last quota-

tion we find another instance of the law of economy which

Aristotle had stated long before the time of Geofi'roy St.-Hilaire,

by which he explains the small tail of the bear, &c., and of

which he makes a more correct use in his acute explanation of

the mutual relations between fat and sperm (De Part. ii. 5).

The description of the abdominal appendages is very obscure.

The hairy plates, TrXa/ca?, to which the ova are attached are said

to be four in Astacus. Did the position of the first pair nearer

the middle line than the others exclude them from the reckon-

ing ? In Hist. v. 15 they are said to accompany each somite of

Carabus, and are therefore five. It is they probably, not the

ova, which are meant as being largest in the middle, the last

being the smallest (H. An. v. 15. 2). This version is in accord-

ance with a previous passage, where the female is said to have

these appendages fiejaXa koX iir iXdrTov ra 7r/309 too Tpa'yrfktp

(iv. 2. 5) : the clause which follows (o 3' dpprjv eXamoi koI ovk

eiraWdTTOVTa) is rejected as spurious ; it is, at any rate, un-

necessary, since the overlapping which it states to be absent in

the male is not properly opposed to any arrangement in the

female, the present chapter (v. 15) denying it in her also. If,

therefore, the clause is retained, eiraXkaTTovTa must be read

CTt' ekCLTTOV.

The cloacal office of the anus is stated clearly (De Gen. i. 15)

:

" In the Malacostraca and the like, the passage for excrements

and the uterine duct is the same : it is by this passage that the

seminal fluid is discharged.^' It is this sentence which makes
intelligible the remark that the ova are not continuous with the

duct, but are on the middle of the body, which is separated by
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an interval, as already described, from the tail. The '^cartilages
^^

are divided into several parts, meaning probably the outer and

inner plates of the abdominal feet. These are not only, like the

operculum of Carcinus, larger in the female ; but they enlarge

towards the end of gestation for the reception of the ova, which

are brought to their places by the bent and adpressed tail. The

epicalymmata or opercula, as the outer plates of the somites are

called, not being able to cover the mass of ova, the incurved tail

assists, overlapping them like a lid. The mechanism in Carcinus

is not alluded to.

These animals in spring, and in autumn after generation

(H. An. viii. 19. 5), cast a slough like serpents, but not, like

them, in one piece, since individuals have been caught with one

half of the body soft, the other still hard. This occurs not once,

but often : it is said elsewhere to occur both immediately after

birth (eudv^ <ycyy6/jL6voL)l and later (v. 15. 6). During the pro-

cess they are weak and unwilling to move, concealing themselves

till their integuments recover their hardness.

Sexual distinctions. —These are the presence or absence of

pincers, variations in their size when present, the development

of spurs on the last pair of feet, the larger size of the abdominal

plates in the female. Uncertain as we are as to the exact ani-

mals referred to by Aristotle in these observations, their accu-

racy, except as to the abdominal plates, cannot be tested. The
inequality in size of the pincers of Astacus is rightly shown not

to be of sexual value. The female Carcinus is altogether larger

than the male; her operculum in particular is broader and
rougher. This relation of size to the function of reproduction

is also noted among insects.

Digestive Si/stem. —The presence of teeth ( = the mandibles)

in all Malacostraca is stated : in Carcinus they are round, not

long. The tongue, or rather its analogue, is mentioned as an
essential organ in all animals (De Part. iv. 5). Though stated

to be between the teeth, the whole mouth seems elsewhere pos-

sessed of the function of taste.

The stomach follows the mouth, though separated from it, in

Carcinus and Carabus, by an oesophagus small in proportion to

the size of the body (De Part. iv. 5). The stomach is mem-
branous, and provided with teeth at its mouth —an oversight

due to the close approximation of the cardiac and pyloric orifices,

to the latter of which they properly belong. They are not pre-

sent in all Carcini —a doubtful statement. Their purpose is to

triturate the food insufficiently acted on by the oral teeth.

From the stomach, which in Carcinus is said to be double
(though the remark applies equally to the other members of the

group), the gut, simple, of equal thickness throughout, passes
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to terminate at the tail. As already said^ it is regarded as the

common passage for excrements and ova. To this Carcinus does

not seem an exception j for though the clause following that in

which the vent is placed in the middle of the operculum is not

very clear, it cannot be regarded as an admission of the distinct-

ness of the genital apertures : iKTo<; Se koI ovtol (or tovtol^) ^
TO. wa iicTiKTovoriv (H. An. iv. 2. 10). The emendation in

brackets does not help us much ; for not only is its authority

doubtful, but there is nothing to which tovtol^ can refer except

TO evrepov : besides, waiving the grammatical difficulty, the vent

is not external to the genital apertures. All it can be held as

affirming is that the products of generation reach the surface.

Welearn from other passages that it was by the vent.

The position of the gut is dorsal, and separated by the mus-
cular mass from the genital ducts, as in quadrupeds. This is

not the fact, as will appear from his own statements under the

generative organs. The analogy is probably suggested by those

male quadrupeds in which the external organs are slung along

the under surface of the abdomen (H. An. ii. 1.3); but this will

not apply to the female.

Other viscera there are none (De Part. iv. 5). "None of these

animals have blood from which arises the nature [r] ^i^crt?, the

originating principle, Lewes) of the viscera, because the con-

dition {7rd6o<;) of their existence (i. e. of the viscera) is some
such condition (7rddo<;) of it, i. e. rrjf; ^vaeco^. For that there

are bloodless and blood-possessing animals lies in the Final

Cause (6 X0709) which determines their being. Further, those

things for which blood-possessing animals have viscera are want-

ing in these (the bloodless) ; for they have neither veins, nor

bladder, nor respiration ; but only it is necessary for them to

have the analogue of a heart ; for the sensitive part of the soul

and the cause of life is present in all animals, in some element

of the organs and body." But this heart is here a metaphysical,

not an anatomical organ ; it is conjectured to exist as the seat

of sensation. The only contents of the shell, then, are, besides

the digestive apparatus described and the generative organs, a

pale fluid, the jxi^rt? or fjLTjKcov, the diffluent hepatic mass so

named in Malakia and Ostracoderma.

The Malacostraca are said to be omnivorous (H. An. viii. 3. 5),

devouring stones, wood, dung, and flesh ; their food is carried

to the mouth by the pincers. How they acquired the reputation

of eating stones and wood is not easy to see.

The digestive organs have plainly been examined by Aristotle,

but in no way justifying his being called an anatomist : the

separation of viscera has not, as will appear under the generative

organs, been attempted. Everything stated is ascertainable by
simple inspection.
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Organs of Sense. —Sensation (or, more correctly, sensibility)

Aristotle held to be essential to all animals. This logical infer-

ence rendered necessary the logical heart just mentioned, which

is thus assumed to exist on grounds very far from practical^.

The special senses possessed by the Malacostraca are those of

taste and vision, smell and hearing. The first resides in the

tongue, sight in the mobile eyes. The place of eyelids is sup-

plied by the hardness of the eye. To counterbalance the dim-

ness of vision supposed to result from thus, so to speak, looking

through the hard eyelid, motion is given to the organ, so that

it may turn towards the light (De Part. ii. 13). Smell and

hearing are referred to no special organ ; the former is held to

exist because baits are used with success in the capture of these

animals. The olfactory sacs of Rosenthal (auditory of Farre)

were necessarily unknown, as was also the capsule at the base of

the outer antennae, to which the function of hearing is ascribed.

Both organs are as yet known in only a small number of the

class; while the phenomena ascribed to these two senses are

experimentally demonstrable as at least in part due to the

operation of the other senses.

Generative System, —The existence of penetrating organs is

expressly denied in the case of Garcinus ; and their absence in

the group generally is the basis of remarks on impregnation, to

which we shall again recur. The genital apertures beneath the

last pair of feet in Gai'is are mentioned, but, as will appear, with

no reference to their true function. The ova are alongside of

the gut —a general remark applicable to all the group (H. An.

iv. 2. 11). In Garabus a duct is described as passing from

thorax to vent, on the lower surface of the fleshy mass. It

is present and identical in both sexes, being devoted to the

proper secretion of each. The successive branching of these

ducts is not mentioned here, but occurs in the 'De Genera-

tione' (i. 17). Not only are they similar in aspect; their con-

tents, a pale fluid, are similar also. This could only have been

a note descriptive of their appearances in specimens examined

after reproduction; for in a subsequent chapter the ovary of

Garabus is said to be contracted at intervals {ex^^t eVroyLta?), its

appearance during the earlier period of gestation ; and the red

colour of the eggs, which he knew of, could not have escaped

notice, had they been seen previous to extrusion.

Another teleological enigma is presented by the male genital

organs. Testes are intended as regulators of, or rather checks

upon, the procreative instincts (De Gen. i. 4) ; in animals of

cold habit they are therefore unnecessary. But the passages

* Compare De Anima, i. 5 et seq., ii. 2. 11 ; De Part. ii. 8. 10, iv. 5.
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quoted bring into prominence the windings of these ducts in

animals of a cold habit, in whom he finds no sufficient cause

for the movements of the sperm being retarded.

The ova and spiral ducts are similar in Caris (H. An. iv. 2.

13) : the spiral arrangement was not alluded to, however, in

Carabus. " Peculiar to the male are two white bodies, similar in

colour and structure to the proboscis of Sepia ; they are convo-

luted like the fjLrjKcov of Buccinum (? Krjpv^) ; they begin at the

cotyledons beneath the last feet. There is also in it (i. e. the

thorax) a flesh-like substance, red and blood-like in colour,

clammy to the touch, and not similar to flesh. From the con-

voluted mass just mentioned there is another spiral (duct) like

a thread in thickness ; beneath these are two granular masses

attached to the seminal duct [in Schneider^s text, two granular

seminal bodies attached to the gut] . Such are the parts in the

male. The eggs (ovaries) of the female are red ; their attach-

ment is near the stomach and on either side of the gut as far

as the flesh -like bodies, being surrounded by a thin membrane.^^

I have given this passage as it stands, confessing my inability

to unravel the anatomical statements it contains. In the trea-

tise 'De Generatione '' (iii. 8) the ovaries of Malacostraca are

said to be double ; the genital duct may therefore be inferred to

be double. The duality of the organs in Caris is clearly stated

:

what these organs are is not so clear. The granular hepatic organ

of the Squilla lies on either side of the gut, and may have been

taken for a genital structure. But for the precision with which

the genital passages are said to terminate in the vent (De Gen.

loo. cit.), the testes would seem to be correctly described. The
corresponding apertures in the female, however, are not recog-

nized ; and since the ovaries are only traced to the flesh-like

masses, i. e. probably to the point opposite the second pair of

feet, where they turn downwards to reach the surface of the

body, they at least seem supposed to pass to the usual termina-

tion. The two granular bodies may represent the bursse copu-

latrices; but what of the thread-like spirals ? It is possible that

some of the testicular ramifications are meant, not discovered

to be integral parts of the mass. If anatomists have erred in

more recent times, with fuller knowledge and better appliances,

the acknowledgment that Aristotle is obscure at least, if not in-

accurate, may be safely made without detracting from his merit,

more especially when we remember that functions, not struc-

tures, were the chief objects of his studies. Every reperusal of

the ' History of Animals ' strengthens the impression that, as it

now stands, it is an unfinished treatise —as it were, the rough

draft in which memoranda were inserted as they occurred.

Congress takes place in the spring (H. An. v. 6). Among
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the Macrura it is effected in the same way as in retromingent

quadrupeds_, the female raising the tail so as to bring the cloacse

in contact. The Caixini oppose the ventral surfaces, their oper-

cula being laid together. The prolongation of the act, which

permitted its being watched, is the result of their bloodlessness

and consequent cold habit. The necessity that the male secre-

tion should be applied to the eggs previously to extrusion leads

Aristotle to argue elaborately against the then alleged impreg-

nation of fishes by swallowing the male fluid, and even to doubt

the effusion of that fluid over the extruded ova. The pa-

rallel development of the secretions in each sex, and their simul-

taneous maturity, are sagaciously urged in support of his con-

jecture that congress takes place, though so rapidly as to elude

observation. The subsequent effusion over the ova would then

be a sort of economy by which the secretion is used up. As a

final proof that impregnation must take place during contact,

he points out the position of the eggs in Malacostraca beneath

the body of the female as rendering impossible any interference

on the part of the male. The " cold habit ^* of these animals

entails a dilemma for which he offers no explanation. Having
elsewhere stated that fish are of a cold habit, and here conjec-

turing a very short contact, he nevertheless attributes the pro-

longed contact of Malacostraca to the same thermal conditions.

His physiology was more correct than his metaphysical heat

theories.

Gestation lasts for three months, in Caris four. After re-

maining attached to the female for about twenty days, the ova

are thrown off in a mass outwardly undivided. In fifteen days

more, the perfect individuals issue. The ova of this group are

not eggs in the true sense (H. An. i. 4. 1), nor are they scoleces,

but intermediate —a character they share with those of fish

;

and in both it is a result of " cold habit '' (De Gen. i. 8). Their

development takes place after extrusion. They " are cooked ^'

in Crustacea while attached to the parent (H. An. v. 15. 4), the

evidence of which is their increase of bulk. This increase Lewes,

after Auber, attributes to endosmosis, if indeed it occurs at all.

The alleged imperfection of the Malacostracous q^^ seems to

be in great part an assumption demanded by the thermal specu-

lations so prominent in these treatises —to be, not observation,

but inference. It is not stated how the external hatching-

process conduces to a development which the internal warmth,

such as it is, is insufficient to mature. Having, however,

assumed the imperfection of the q^^, it is necessary to explain

it. Wehave seen that it is the result of the cold nature of the

parents ; its purpose is to save the race from extinction : the

number of eggs required to be laid, so that some may have a
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chance of escaping destruction necessitates their extrusion in

an imperfect state; for were they to be retained till mature,

their number would be diminished and their chances of destruc-

tion increased. To this end also is adapted their rapid develop-

ment when without the body, as they thus more speedily over-

pass the precarious age (De Gen. i. 8). Again, the eggs of birds

acquire their hard covering on the cessation of growth ; those

of cartilaginous fishes remain soft because the parent body has

not sufficient warmth to dry up the outer covering {ibid. 10).

In Malacostraca no period is assigned at which the shell ac-

quires its density ; on the contrary, growth advances, even though

the shell is hard. Again, the relation established between the

outer covering and that of the egg (DeGen.ii.l), though perfectly

applicable to the Malacostraca, fails utterly in other groups of

animals, and is at variance with the teleological speculations

just stated. But, contradictory as are these statements, it must
not be forgotten that the facts are themselves no less puzzling.

The true theory of generation is only of late and very slow

growth. How nearly the searching intellect of Aristotle ap-

proached that theory may be seen in Lewes's masterly sketch of

its history. The reader will there find proof of the wonderful

sagacity Aristotle showed in his observation and reasoning re-

garding embryology in beings less obscure than the Malacos-

traca, whose eggs he was entirely destitute of the means of

properly studying.

Such is the account given by Aristotle of the anatomy of

Malacostraca. The facts are few, obscurely stated, sometimes

erroneous : they are all such as could be obtained by simple in-

spection : dissection there was none. For the genital passages

are not traced to their terminations, but are lost sight of where

they dip to reach the external apertures ; their further course is

guessed, and guessed wrongly as towards the tail. The muscles

are not mentioned ; for if these organs were not understood in

the Vertebrata, much less would they be intelligible in these

animals; they are probably the pale substance of which he

speaks. An omission more remarkable is that of the power

possessed by these animals of reproducing lost parts —a fact

which seems also to have escaped the notice of the fishermen

from whom he derived so much information.

It has been conjectured that Aristotle had a more extensive

knowledge than his anatomical statements indicate. That he

knew more species than he has named is very probable ; but we
may safely assume that, in treatises looking at structures from

difterent points of view, he has made use of all the structural in-

formation he possessed. It must be remembered that the main
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object of his studies was the explanation of the phenomena of life.

We now know that accurate anatomy is the only sure basis of

physiology : but the speculations of that age followed an inverted

order. Descending, as Aristotle traces thought, from universals

to particulars, the order of ideas was supposed to represent the

order of events. A Final Cause was assumed as the starting-

point; the facts were viewed as its manifestations. How that

operated in multiplying difficulties I have pointed out. Its

cramping influence was rebelled against by Aristotle :
—" It is

true that nature sometimes uses excretions to some good end

;

but we must not therefore seek a final cause in all things, but,

inasmuch as certain things have certain properties, there will

necessarily arise from these many effects.^' (De Part. iv. 2,

quoted by Lewes, p. 318.)

The identification of the animals from which the foregoing

anatomical details were drawn has, of course, been frequently

attempted. Belief in the infallibility of Aristotle led to many
arbitrary interpretations, which it might be interesting, but

would assuredly be unprofitable, to restate. The essay by Cuvier,
" Sur les Ecrevisses connues aux Anciens ^^ (Mem. du Mus.
t. ii.) and the chapter in Meyer^s 'Arist. Thierkunde' on the

Crustacea are the most recent dissertations on the subject with

which I am acquainted. There is not in English, so far as I

am aware, any special treatise on the Malacostraca.

The ryevT) ybk^icpTa of the group have been already mentioned.

The 7ev77 or el'S?; included under them are

—

Astacus, 2. Fluviatile A.
Carahus,

Caris. 1. k. Kvcpij. 2. Kpdyycov. 3. to fiiKpov yivo^.

Carcinus, 1. Maia. 2. Paguri. 3. Heracleotici, 4. River

Carcini. 5. Small forms, unnamed.

Astacus, —The description of this form (H. An. iv. 2. 6) leaves

no doubt as to its identity as a member of the family Astacina,

probably the Homarus vulgaris, M.-Edw., a common Mediterra-

nean species. Nephrops norvegicMS also occurs in the Mediterra-

nean; but as the only recorded localities are in especial the

northern parts of the Adriatic, and points westward of that gulf,

this noble representative of a former fauna seems not common
on the Grecian coasts.

The diagnostic characters mentioned are : —the three anterior

foot-pairs are didactyle; the pincers are larger than in Carabus,

unequal, with sharp spines along their outer margin ; the outer

antennse shorter than in Ca7^abus, the inner bifid, or rather, as

Aristotle describes them, two on each side ; the eyes are smaller
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than in Carabus, but the rostrum is larger; the smooth surface

and larger body also distinguish it from that animal.

Heller (Die Crust, des Siid. Europa, 1863) mentions, besides

the Mediterranean forms Homarus and Nephrops, seven species

of freshwater Astaci, to one or more of which Aristotle probably

alludes when he speaks of fluviatile forms of this genus. Were
our knowledge of the zoology of southern Europe as minute as

we could desire, it would be impossible to speak positively on
this and other questions of identification without some certainty

as to the locality where Aristotle's observations were chiefly

made, whether at Athens or in Macedonia, and as to the possi-

bility of species being brought from distant countries. To spe-

culate upon the particular forms which may be included under

the general names he uses is therefore simply to waste time.

Carabus. —The diagnosis given under Astacus contains all the

data upon which an identification of this form can be founded.

But one point is especially of interest. The opening statement

that Astacus and Carabus have not pincers is in direct contradic-

tion to many subsequent passages in the ' History of Animals '

and in ' De Partibus/ in which the pincers of the latter animal

are taken for granted and their uses described. The first con-

tradiction occurs in the same chapter, a few lines further on,

where the didactyle first pair of the female is her sexual distinc-

tion. At the same time the male has on the last pair spurs

larger and rougher than those of the female. To reconcile these

conflicting statements is impossible, without unwarrantable in-

terference with the text. Meyer's suggestion is both critically

sounder and more in keeping with the laxity so common in

Aristotle's descriptions. He finds ^' the rough spiny carapace,

the short rostrum, the large lateral and the shorter inner an-

tennae, the large eyes, the five swimming-plates of the telson,

the large false feet of the female, and the red ova '' characters

sufficiently marked to justify their acceptance as descriptive of

Palinurus vulgaris. The contradictions as to the pincers he

holds as proofs that Aristotle was acquainted with other forms,

but has neither named nor described them, save in these inci-

dental puzzling allusions. The great length of the third pair

in P. vulgaris might have been expected to require some notice.

Again, in the allied genus Scyllarus it is the last pair, not the

first, which is didactyle in the female. The development of the

spurs is therefore sexually the reverse of that stated in the text.

But in Scyllarus the oostegites show the decrease posteriorly

which, according to the lection I have adopted, is asserted in

the description of the auxiliaries to oviposition. In S. latus,

moreover, the spines there mentioned on the lateral parts of the

abdominal somites are well marked. If then we confine our
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attention to the 'History of Animals^ (B. iv. c. 2), we find the

characters there stated generally applicable to the Loricata of

Van der Hoeven's classification. But, considering the other

passages in which the pincers of Carabi arc referred to as de-

scriptive not of sexual but generic characters, and looking else-

where for forms which without violence may be supposed to

have, in part at least, contributed to a description probably

written chiefly from memory, the genera Gebia and Calliaxis,

separated by Heller from the Astacina, and placed between that

family and the Loricata, present the chelate first pair, and are

probably included in the term Caraboid, which is frequently

used for Carabi, and, though sometimes perhaps including

Astacus, may be held as limited to the Loricata and allied forms

unnamed.
Of the families Loricata and Thalassinidse eight genera and

eleven species are found in the Mediterranean.

Karis, —The animals of this group have an elongated body

like Carabus, but are without pincers. The number of feet

exceeds ten ; their arrangement distinguishes two groups : at

KV(j)al have five pairs, those next the head being sharp ; they

are followed by other five pairs, whose extremities are flattened

:

abdominal appendages are wanting ; the surface of the body is

similar to that of Carabus ; the central plate of the tail is spinous

and pointed. 'H Kpa^yycov, on the other hand (to avairaXLv) has

first two pairs (four feet) flat, then other three pairs of slender

feet ; the posterior part of the body is without feet ; the central

plate of the tail is spinous and broad. The precision with which

these characters are stated at first sight gives hope that they

will be easily used in identification. But it is not so : the iden-

tifications hitherto proposed are beset with difficulties, whose

solution requires the previous assumption that Aristotle has

been too negligent in his observations, or has shown unusual

precision in assigning to limbs their morphological values,

Guided by the description of the tail, Cuvier has recognized in

the former the Crevette {Gammaj'us locusta), in the latter Squilla

Mantis, In so far as this interpretation rests upon the lection

adopted in the first clause descriptive of Kpayjcov, I cannot see

much force in Meyer^s objection to Schneider^s rendering.

Having placed the sharp claws anterior to the flat in al Kv<f>al,

Aristotle goes on, *H Se Kpd'y'ywv to avdiraXLV tou? irpcorov^^

fydp e'xei TeTTapa<; icj) eKarepa [TrXaret?] , elr aXkov^ i^o/j,6Vov<i

XeTTTov? Tpet9 e<^' eKarepa k. t. X. Granting that dvaTraXcv

does not necessarily mean " reversely," yet the antithetical con-

struction of the following sentence seems to require in the first

clause a descriptive adjective corresponding to Xctttou? : ifKarel^

is that most naturally suggested by the foregoing passage 3 but

Ann, i^ Mag, N, Hist, ISer.3. Fo/.xv. 17
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both etymology and custom give avairdktv tlie sense of reversal

here required, and thus complete the meaning, if not also the

structure, of the sentence without changing the text. The ob-

jection is the less called for, since Meyer has already, in accept-

ing Palinurus vulgaris as the representative of Carabus, inferen-

tially admitted that Aristotle has neglected to notice the pecu-

liarity of the third foot-pair in that animal —a peculiarity surely

as striking as that whose omission, not unaccountable in a work
by no means aiming at minute accuracy, has led him into this

specious argument. Iq considering the abdomen as destitute

of feet, Aristotle does not so much distinguish the two classes of

appendages (a distinction of which this would be a solitary in-

stance) as he is led, by their size and position, to regard them as

portions of the deflected somites.

At Kapl8e<: at Kvcjiai, resembling Carabus in the surface of

the body, cannot be identified as belonging to the smooth genus

Palamon, especially when the pincers terminating the first two

foot-pairs are taken into account. Crangon vulgaris^ to which

Cuvier refers them, is poorly supplied with asperities, though

the sharp terminal article of the first pair and the general cha-

racter of the appendages in the genus Crangon approach nearer

than Penceus caramote to the brief data given by Aristotle.

We are thus brought to the conclusion that the materials

supplied by the text are insufficient to form the basis of any

reliable conclusion. It is better meanwhile to rest satisfied with

the conclusion that probably some members of the family Cari-

dina are alluded to, and that Aristotle, in describing them, pro-

bably wrote from memory. The list of Mediterranean forms

belonging to this group is large. Heller enumerates eighteen

genera, containing thirty-nine species, most of which have a

wide range. Of the remaining Carides, to fic/cpov y6vo<;, we
have no other information than that their small size is a perma-

nent condition : they are therefore not the young of any other

form. Cuvier's reference of them to Cancer locusta or C. Crangon,

therefore, cannot be relied upon.

Carcinus. —We come now to the Decapoda Brachyura, or, in

Aristotelian language, avoppoTrvyta ; for, as already said, he did

not recognize the operculum as the incurved post-abdomen.

This group is uncountable and most various. The subgroups

are enumerated in the order of their size ; and the groups so

formed have been accepted by Cuvier, Milne-Edwards, and

others, as natural. They have therefore recognized in Mala
the Maia squinado or Platycarcinus 'pagurus, Milne-Edwards

identifies Heracleotici as Thelphusa fluviatilis, on the ground of

their resemblance to forms seen on certain medals; but he has

forgotten that the fluviatile forms are specially mentioned in the
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same passage with the Heracleotici, and has certainly neglected

the caution he himself rightly gives against the determination

of species from inexact data. He further regards the Pagurus
as Cancer pagurus. Other fancies it is needless to mention

:

the long list of Brachyura given by Heller as occurring in the

Mediterranean is large enough to select from ; but, as there is

no reason for choosing one form more than another, the task is

not profitable. For, besides the enumeration above given and
the anatomical statements extracted in the previous part of this

paper, only one other passage contains any zoological informa-

tion regarding species (De Part. iv. 8). In that passage the

Mai(2 and Heracleotici are said to be of sedentary habits, and
therefore having weak limbs, which in the former are thin, in

the latter short —characters not strictly applicable either to the

modern Maia, or to Amathia, the conjectured representative of the

Heracleotici. Meyer shrewdly points out that inquiry is arrested

by the preliminary difficulty of determining how far the groups
thus arranged in order of size represent natural divisions. In
this unsatisfactory conclusion we must perforce concur. Of
the smaller form we shall immediately speak. But first there

are some members of the division named but not referred to

any of the groups indicated by Aristotle. On the Phoenician

coast certain animals, called tTTTret? on account of their speed,

are referred by Milne-Edwards to Ocypoda, of which the species

0. cursor is found in the islands of the Archipelago. Another
animal {ap/CTosi) is once mentioned as similar in its reproduction

to Carabus; but, as it occurs nowhere else, its determination

is impossible : we cannot tell even what form it most nearly

resembled.

It remains to speak of the smaller forms. These belong to

the Carides and Carcini, Whether the small form of the former

is referred to its place with the same generic precision as such

a statement would now imply, or whether it is merely equiva-

lent to saying that it is one of the Macrura, we have no means
of deciding. The comparison of some forms with Carabus, and
others (perhaps the same) with Astacus leaves an uncertainty,

not diminished by the repetitions occurring in the two chapters

in which they are spoken of at the greatest length (H. An.
iv. 2, 3).

Three forms of the small Carcinus admit of identification,

namely that found in the shells of Strombi and that in those of

Nerita. The long antennse, the fixed eyes directed anteriorly

and supported on long peduncles ; the shell, less dense than in

Carcinus
J casing thorax and feet, while the hind body is soft,

are characteristic of the genus Pagurus; while the larger

right pincers and longer body of the inhabitant of Strombi
17*
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specially mark Cancer Bernhardus, the larger left pincer being

equally distinctive of Diogenes varians. Tlieir anatomy is very

briefly stated. The interior of the soft body is pale : they have

an oesophagus terminating in a stomach ; but the vent is not

evident : no hint as to the direction of a gut. They are not

attached to the shell which they occupy, like the animals of

Purpura and Buccinum, but change from a smaller to a

larger one as their increase in size compels them. The small

Carcini with the last article of the posterior feet expanded into

an oar-like member are probably the Cancer depurator. Another
form (KvWapo<;) occurs in bivalve shells. Following as it does

the description of the Cancri just mentioned, it probably belongs

to the genus Carcinus ; but no Pagurus is so found. Aristotle

afterwards speaks of those in bivalves as small white Carcini

(v. 13. 9); yet a few lines before they are said to be either Cari-

dion or Carcinion. Whether therefore they are small Anomura
or Macrura, or intended as members of both groups, it is not

easy to say : probably the latter is the correct view. Certain it

is that his Pinnophylax or Pinnotheres is the species now known
as Pinnotheres veterum. Several small Brachyura frequent the

large byssus of some Lamellibranchs and the cavities of Sponges.

In the latter locality Forskal detected two species, Cancer triden-

tatus and C. dentatus. I do not know the grounds of Aristotle^s

statement that they cast webs across these cavities, and thus

catch their prey; it has, however, apparently suggested the

comparison of C. Bernhardus to a spider, to which it has some re-

semblance when, semiretracted, the feet are gathered close to

the head.

The relations of these animals were a puzzle to Aristotle;

and the difficulty may be taken as a measure of the system, or

rather want of system, in his zoology. They are described

along with the Ostracoderma, to which he says they in some

way belong, as, though like Malacostraca, they occupy shells

;

but having no organic connexion with the shell, passing even

from one shell to another, he considers them as intermediate

between the two groups. How strong seemed their affinity to

that with which their connexion is only accidental may be in-

ferred from their being thought to originate in the same way

—

namely, from mud and sand. Even the fisherman's story, that

the Pinnotheres comes into being along with the Pinna^ is

quoted, apparently with approval.

In the preceding statement of the most recent opinions on the

identity of these forms, I have not alluded to the statements of

other authors, Greek and Roman, bearing upon the Crustacea,

partly because it seemed better to make clear the data given by
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Aristotle, partly because to have done so would have been to

anticipate the results of a wider inquiry. Probably many other

members of this class were known to Aristotle than those he has

named ;
probabl)^, also, these unknown animals have, by taking

a share (whose limits it is useless to attempt to define) in the

descriptions we have been studying, helped to increase the con-

fusion and uncertainty.

The following table contains the systematic classification of

the Malacostraca mentioned by Aristotle, and their probable

equivalents. The classification is that of Heller, op. cit.

Crustacea Podophthalmia.

Brachyura Portunus dqmraior,
Linn.

1 Cancer pagurus, Lmn.
Thelphusa Jiuviatilis,

Latr.

Pinnotheres veterum.

IMaia Squinado.
?

Ocypoda cursor.

Eupagurus Bernhardus,

Brandt.

Diogenes varians,Costa.

IScyllarus.

Palinurus vulgaris.

Anonmra.

Macriira.

Fam. Pterygura.

Fara. Loricata.

?Fam. Thalassinidse.

Fam. Astacidse. Homarus vulgaris.

= 0L KapKlVOl 01 fXlKpOL

(De Part. iv. 8).

= IIdyovpoL.

=:0l KapKlUOL 01 TTOTO.-

pioi.

= ni.vvo(pvKa^.

=/u.ata.

= 'HpaK\€COTlKoi.

='lnn€vs.
= t6 KapKlVlOV TO TWV

orrpofjL^Qiv.

=r6 Tti>v vqpLTojv.

= Kdpa^os.

]- aaraKos.
INephrops norvegicus.

Astacus, flu viatile form, —oi do-raKol oi irord-

Fara. Caridae. Crangon vulgaris.

IPalcBmon squilla

"^PencBus caramote

IStenopus spinosus
?

An omobrancliiata. Fam. Squillidaj Squilla mantis.

}'
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OnMerona, an undescribed Genus of British Hydrozoa.

By the Rev. Alfred Merle Norman, M.A.

Class HYDROZOA.

Fam. Clavidse (Allman).

Genus Merona*, nov. gen.

Trophosome. —Coenosarc consisting of erect or semierect simple

tubes, which arise at intervals from a creeping, filiform

* Nomen arbitrarium proprie assignatum.


